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Abstract 
In order to perform fast collision detection technique in Virtual Environment Application, 
researchers need to maintain the behaviour of the object itself before the objects come into contact. By 
enhancing the speed of intersection using Bounding-Volume Hierarchies technique, it helps to reduce 
the complexity and speed up the intersection process. Thus, in this paper we presented our novel 
algorithm for constructing Bounding-Volume Hierarchies using Quad Splitting method. Together with 
the Quad Splitting method is the implementation of Spatial Object Median Splitting technique (SOMS) 
in order to create a well-balanced tree for the object. We believed the key of performing fast 
intersection between two or more objects in Virtual Environment Application required a well-balanced 
and proper tree technique for Bounding-Volume hierarchies. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Simulating a virtual environment, consists of thousands of polygons, consumes a lot of computer 
resources[1, 2]. The rendering of thousands of polygons in a virtual environment requires the use of 
massive computer resources, e.g. memory and computer processing time. Depending on corresponding 
virtual environments, some applications such as three-dimensional (3D) games and simulation may 
require different computational systems, e.g. collision detection, culling system, lighting, shadowing, 
and pixel shader and anti aliasing, to increase the realistic of the application. By taking an example of 
commercialize 3D game application, the developer intended to develop a real-time adventure games 
with nice landscape. This action however is limited; as they could never produce a realistic adventure 
game, running in real-time, without sacrifice other computational systems.  
In order to design a better system in visualizing the virtual environments, several important issues 
must be considered. For instance, most 3D applications need to maintain the suitable frame rates such 
as 30 – 60 frames per seconds (FPS) [2-6]. To achieve this requirement, the corresponding 3D games 
should be able to perform various optimization methods such as frustum culling [1, 7-10] and collision 
detection [5, 10-15] that could reduce the complexity of the virtual environments. However, it raised 
another issue where the balance between the virtual environment realism and the complexity of the 
applications must be considered [3, 10, 16].  
The created dynamic virtual environments could be further improved by incorporating collision 
detection method for realistic effect. Dynamic virtual environments consists of several elements of 
object undergoing motion where few 3D objects such as car and train is moving including the collision 
detection system that has been inserted into simulation of the virtual environments in order to detect 
any potential of collision between these moving objects [48-50]. Meanwhile, collision detection has 
been widely discussed as one of the most required system to be incorporated into various 3D 
simulations. For example, the meteorite fall simulation might require sophisticated collision detection 
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method in order to determine the impact after-collision effect. Thus, the collision detection effects 
bring a virtual environment more toward a real world environment where user is able to navigate and 
feels the surrounding by using haptic device. It is known that detecting interference or collision 
between 3D models in virtual environments requires high computational cost [3, 17-20].  
One of the common collision detection technique [21-27]  widely discussed among researchers is 
Bounding-Volume Hierarchies (BVH). The hierarchical representation of BVH works by enveloping 
the 3D object with Bounding-Volume (BV). Then, starting from the root node (first BV), it divides the 
parent node into several parts. These parts are called leaf nodes. Hence, in order to use BVH for 
collision detection, both objects need to be bounded with BVH in order to perform the collision 
detection test. Collision detection only checks for intersection parts or nodes that is going to intersect 
with other nodes [6, 23, 28-30]. It greatly reduces computation cost instead of performing primitive-
primitive testing between intersecting objects.  
Performing BV-BV testing is faster compared to primitive-primitive testing as it checks for certain 
parts of BVH that is collided with another BVH bounded objects. Taking an example of two equal 
objects consisting of thousands of polygons, it can be bounded with only one simple BV. By determine 
the depth of BVH tree, the collision checking only needs to check for intersected parts thus reducing 
almost half of the triangles for each level of BVH tree. Therefore, the computation cost of detecting 
object interference for virtual environments can be lowered as the complexity of the object is reduced.  
In this paper, an improved of BVH based collision detection technique is presented. Our 
contribution in this paper is to introduce a novel splitting technique of hierarchical representation to 
improve collision detection handling in virtual environment. An efficient splitting technique that 
increased the efficiency of BVH construction is presented. The section is organized as follows, section 
2 discusses related work, section 3 discuss on the technique, and testing conditions. Two last sections 
will discuss the experimental results and conclusion of this research. 
 
2. Research Study 
 
The recent work of collision detection for rigid bodies is still an open research area instead of 
deformable bodies [30]. Some primary efforts of collision detection research are described in the next 
section. Collision detection for rigid bodies’ simulation is one of the interesting research areas where it 
involves the location of the objects and not the objects itself. Rigid bodies stand for geometric models 
that are fixed and assumed to remain static except if there is some force is applied. In collision 
detection case, when two geometric models have collided, the system would notice that both objects 
cannot change it dimensions and sizes. Any deformation to rigid bodies is neglected because of this 
behaviour and the collisions only affect its location or the movement of both objects. This is because 
deformable models have deformation effects where their shape can be changed. Since earlier era of 3D 
simulation and animation, problems prevailed in detecting object interference parts where numerous 
attempts by researchers have been made to find the solution of the collision detection between rigid 
bodies. Baraff has made one of the earliest researches concerning detecting object interference between 
rigid bodies [31]. 
Later in 1993, M.C. Lin conducted a research of detecting object interference between rigid bodies. 
They defined that there are two types of contact between rigid bodies. It can be identified in M.C. Lin 
research as tangential collision and boundary collision [5]. Tangential collision happens when there is 
intersection between two surfaces at 90 degrees at geometric contact point. It means that the collision 
happens either from 90 degrees from above, bottom, right or left surfaces of corresponding polygons. 
Meanwhile boundary collision occurred when there is one object wants to check for potential collision 
when inside the object boundary. For example, a circle has it owns boundary made of radius given. 
Then if there is one point inside this radius has intersect with another circle, then the boundary collision 
has occurred. Figure 1 explains the situation. 
Meanwhile, Redon in his research of collision detection explained that there were two way of 
performing collision detection between rigid bodies namely discrete collision detection and continuous 
collision detection [26]. According to his research, discrete collision detection (DCD) is performed by 
sampling the object motion toward the object that is going to be intersected and detect the object 
interpenetrations [6, 16, 17, 27, 30, 32-37]. DCD is the approach that been used by researchers to 
perform collision detection in term of speed. Meanwhile, continuous collision detection (CCD) 
computes from the first time of contact when object collided. It much slower compare to DCD methods 
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because CCD is more on accurate collision detection. The most common methods for rigid bodies are 
to use hierarchical representation which is BVH. Among the BV that has been used for constructing 
BVH are spheres [4, 32, 38-42], axis-aligned bounding boxes [27, 43, 44], oriented bounding boxes 
[45], and discrete orientation polytopes [46].  
 
3. Bounding-Volume Hierarchies (BVH) 
 
BVH is one of the hierarchical representation consists of the tree elements but in reverse order. At 
top of the BVH is a root node. From root node, it branches to create child nodes according to the type 
of the tree construction. The tree construction can be classified into several types. Among popular type 
of tree constructions that available are binary tree, quad-tree, oct-tree, and k-tree (where k is a number 
defined by the user or the system). These tree constructions may vary its advantages according to what 
kind of targeted application might require. Next, the tree branches until reaches certain level. The level 
of the tree construction can be defined either automatically by the system or application or manually by 
user. It stops according the stopping criteria set up by the system or the user. The last level of the tree is 
called leaf nodes. Leaf nodes consists of bounding-volume (BV) that has few set of triangles that is 
required for further collision testing involved primitive-primitive testing between set of triangles. 
 
 
Figure 1. (a) Tangential Collision and (b) Boundary Collision [32] 
 
 
 
Figure 2. The left hand side image shows a BVH with Sphere BV while on the right hand side image, 
shows unbalanced hierarchical form using binary type hierarchy. 
 
In order to perform collision detection test, both objects needs to be enclosed with BVH. 
When the collision occurs, the first intersection test is between root nodes. For example, when 
object A intersected with object B, the first test is between root node of object BVH A and 
object BVH B. If there is no collision occurred, the test will be stopped. However, if there is a 
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collision, the BVH traversal algorithm will be activated where it could traverse down the tree 
for any potential collision until it reaches leaf nodes. It is a recursive process where the exact 
collision needs to be determined. Both objects may not be collided if during the middle process 
of traversal algorithm checks for collision, it found that there is no collision occurs. Hence, the 
tree level must be measured carefully in order to increase the accuracy and speed of the 
collision detection method. It totally depends on how the 3D application required. Medical 
simulation might strive for very accurate collision detection method while computer games and 
animation may require very fast algorithm of collision detection method. BVH is just provided 
one of the effective ways to increase the detection process. Figure 2 depicts sphere BVH with 
unbalanced tree criteria. 
 
4. Hierarchical Construction of Quad Axis Separation (QAS) based on Spatial 
Object Median Splitting (SOMS) 
 
The important step in BVH tree construction is a splitting process. The splitting process usually is 
for top-down approach where a BV needs to be splitted into several parts depending on what type of 
tree construction that has been chosen. For binary type tree, the splitting process will divide the object 
BV into two separate parts. These parts consist of left and right nodes. Meanwhile, for other types of 
tree construction, the same process is used but only different in term numbers of nodes. There are 
several important steps for splitting process; Figure 3 illustrates the steps for BVH splitting process for 
tree construction using binary top-down approach. 
 
 
Figure 3. Splitting Procedure for BVH tree construction using binary type tree construction. 
 
Our algorithm works by first implementing Axis-Aligned Bounding-Boxes (AABB) for 
corresponding object. By using min-max calculation, we enclosed each object with tight-fitted AABB 
and perform update if the object rotates in any direction. Once the object has been enclosed with an 
AABB, we can now proceed with our splitting algorithm called SOMS where it can properly divides 
object into two nodes called left and right node. SOMS exploit the capability of enclosing the midpoint 
of set of triangles with so-called “Inner AABB”. Inner AABB works by collecting the information of 
each triangle midpoint for corresponding node (all of them) and bound it with an AABB. By 
implementing this, we could get well-balanced tree compared to ordinary  
Spatial Object Median Splitting method that using only the ordinary AABB to split the object into 
separate nodes. Figure 4 shows the corresponding Outer and Inner AABB for SOMS technique. 
Compared to previous separation tree method, instead of separated the AABB into two separated 
nodes, we perform a modification of the splitting heuristic rules by approximating the corresponding 
set of midpoint triangle using optimize version of quad tree separation technique. Our optimized quad 
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tree separation technique can extend the capability of AABB BVH where it could provide the process 
of splitting process where it can generate four more AABB instead of two. This  is a process called 
“Quad-Axis Separation” procedure. 
 
 
Figure 4. Inner and Outer AABB for SOMS technique [47]. 
 
Figure 5. Quad Axis Separation Technique 
 
Figure 6. Quad-Axis Separation based on SOMS “Inner AABB” 
 
5. Quad Axis Separation (QAS) Procedure 
 
QAS works by setting up four nearest triangle midpoint to the each corner of vertices and then 
approximately divides into four AABBs. This process is to be repeated every even level until only one 
triangle left for each tree node. For any point that located exactly at the line equation, the point will be 
Beginning at the root nodes of tree 
1. Enclose all midpoint with AABB 
a. Finding line equations 
based on min-max point 
b. Bundle each set of triangles 
into four  group. 
c. Use SOMS for in the line 
midpoint to get better tree.  
2. Done splitting 
3. Enclose each set of triangles 
with AABB 
4 R
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divided using SOMS where QAS need to work closely with SOMS in order to achieve better trees. 
However, it depends heavily on the object triangle property before the object is to be split into four 
instead of two. Figure 5 shows an algorithm on how the process will be developed. Figure 6 and 7 
shows an improvement over the previous technique. 
 
Figure 7. Quad-Axis Separation based on SOMS “Inner AABB” 
 
Based on figure 5, the algorithms starts by getting a collection of midpoints for each triangle object. 
Once the data has been obtained and saved into temporary memory of the program, we continue to 
perform splitting using SOMS and manage the grouping of triangle into specific group. We will 
enclosed each node with AABB BVH once the splitting has been completed. 
 
From the figure 6, we need to create an inner AABB in order to perform splitting method 
mentioned in figure 5 algorithm. By using this inner AABB information, we will perform Quad-Tree 
separation using SOMS and thus generated BVH tree with AABB just in figure 7. Figure 7 shows us 
how the differences between original quadtree BVH construction using normal splitting method and 
Optimized quadtree BVH using SOMS. 
 
6. Real Case Implementation 
 
Figure 8 shows that SOMS technique is faster than Spatial Median technique in term of 
construction time. SOMS is able to construct balanced BVH at fixed level 7 while Spatial Median 
become unbalanced when it reaches level 8. By analysing the Figure 8, we should notice that the BVH 
tree has been constructed multiple times (1000 times) and the average of these values is calculated.  
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Figure 8. Average times to construct 1000 times BVH for 3DS Urban Simulation using Spatial Median 
and SOMS method. The Level of BVH is fixed at level 8 (Spatial Median Balanced BVH). 
 
Hence, if the object consists hundreds of thousands polygon, we can concluded that the 
construction time for real application is dropped when using SOMS technique compare to Spatial 
Median technique. Apart from that, the Figure 8 explained the number of leaf nodes for both 
techniques are not in the same BV size.  
 
 
Figure 9. Average times to construct 1000 times BVH for 3DS Urban Simulation using Spatial Median 
and SOMS method. The Level of BVH is fixed at level 7 (SOMS Balanced BVH). 
 
In this experiment of Figure 9, Spatial Median technique generated less nodes compared to SOMS 
technique. SOMS BVH tree needs to produce balanced BVH level tree thus level 7 BVH tree is 
supposed to generate 27 = 128 nodes. Each node is supposed to fill with triangles. However for Spatial 
Median technique, BVH that is generated has fewer nodes than the actual total nodes (less than 128 
nodes). Hence, this proof that even though the results showed that SOMS much faster than Spatial 
Median, SOMS still be able to construct faster BVH tree with 128 nodes compared to Spatial Median 
technique.  
In previous statement, we can see how number of triangles for certain objects is really important for 
SOMS technique to press its advantage. From the previous figure below calculation of Total Time in 
Minute for BVH tree construction, SOMS technique proved that for 1000 times construction test, it 
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consumed 15 minutes and 57 seconds. Meanwhile for Spatial Median technique, the testing was 
running for 16 minutes and 50 seconds. The formula that we introduced here is to calculate the total 
time to construct 1000 times of BVH tree. It is our measurement to find BVH tree construction total 
time. From the testing that we run, we concluded that for any object that has hundreds of thousands 
polygon, SOMS be able to perform better than Spatial Median technique. By using below formula to 
calculate total time to construct: 
 
 
 
Table 1. Construction Time 
Technique Time 
Spatial Median 16 Minutes and 50 Seconds 
Spatial Object Median (SOMS) 15 Minutes and 57 Seconds 
 
From the calculation, it showed that SOMS technique produce a better BVH tree by achieving 
relatively less time compared to Spatial Median technique. As most of the complex environments 
consisting hundreds of thousands polygon, the number of time taken to construct BVH tree is going to 
increase. Hence, the outcome of this testing is to measure how efficient BVH tree construction if the 
complex environments consist a lot of triangles. 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
This technique intends to help reducing time to construct BVH while creating more balanced level 
or the tree reducing the use of heuristic determination. Since previous researchers used some heuristic 
to continue to split their tree, SOMS intends to reduce time to use heuristic for the node determination. 
This could benefit the real time construction when the real application of SOMS can be applied in 
deformable models instead of rigid bodies in future work. 
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